A PLAN FOR EXECUTIVE TRAINING.

(Continued from page 1.)

The need for some kind of a col-
aboration for practical things dur-
ging student life is a part of the cur-
riculum of every educational insti-
ution. The work in the classroom and
laboratory is, in a large measure, a
result of the collaboration of the
students. It is, therefore, imperative
that nothing can accomplish its
end with any effect. It is as

The Board of Directors would stand for the
interest of the student body, and of the
administration of the various activities
of every unit in the organization
would be real responsibilities. The
voting power of the students would
move over to the Sophomores and
perhaps change at each elect on period.
They would be given the power to
create a certain amount of expenditure or beyond a
set limit. The men who would be
given this power would be, the
Dean Faculty Committee in con-
nection with the student government
would make the real selection. It is under-

ments. It is reasonable to suppose
that many of these offices would be public, and the
positions competitive. It might be a
benefit to the school, and to the
people who would be interested in
these offices, to have them filled by
the faculty. They would be paid to
work as such and would have
thoughts fixed, not upon the real
purposes of the school, but upon the
production of a certain amount of
work, if any, which might be profit-
able to the school. This would lead to
the general revolution of the school. This
would be a grand, well-rounded whole.
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THE STANDARDS TO BE PLACED BEFORE THE YOUTH.

A major reason for the ineffectiveness
of much of our public schooling is that
the needs and ambitions of the young
are not thought of, not upon the pub-
lic purposes, but upon the produc-
tion of a certain amount of work or the
application of next week or the produc-
tion of a certain amount of work, if any,
which might be profit-
able to the school. This would lead to
the general revolution of the school. This
would be a grand, well-rounded whole.

Another feature of this plan would be
the advertising which would naturally
result. The school would have to
make a report to its constituents.
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